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Elements of ATD: Institutional discourses as a methodological tool

Figure 2: Discourses in an exercise on amplitude modulation [3] 
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Results from previous studies [2-7]
Context: Lecturer sample solution o� amplitude modulation (AM) task
Method/Methodology: Praxeological analysis and reconstruction o� inst. mathem. discourses
Mathematical topic: Complex numbers (in HM and ET)

HM discourse on complex numbers: use�ul �or solving polynomial equations and 
important objects o� calculation. Arrows are used to illustrate calculation rules and properties.
    - Internal mathematical conception o� concepts
    - No concrete re�erences to reality, 
       orientation towards academic mathematicsa 
    - Concentration on calculation rules

ET discourse on complex numbers: oscillating signals can be described algebraically in 
a very suitable way, visualised graphically as phasors. Important analysis tools, e.g. �or AC 
circuits or AM.
    - Speci�ic re�erences to reality
    - Degree o� re�erence to reality varies greatly, along with the degree o� 
       �ormalisation
    - Typical way o� “system-thinking”, “linguistic shi�t”

Praxeologies and institutional discourses
Theoretical perspective o� ATD [1]: Institution, taught knowledge.
Basic model to describe mathematical knowledge:
 
Praxeology [Praxis ; Logos]
- Praxis (know-how)
    𝑇: task, aim o� the action
    𝜏: relevant solution techniques
- Logos (know-why)
    𝜃: technology, reasoning discourse, explains and justi�ies techniques 
    Θ: theory; 2nd level reasoning discourse to justi�y technology
 
4T-Model: [𝑇, 𝜏 ; 𝜃, Θ]

HM Institution: Mathematics service course 
ET Institution: Electrical Engineering courses

Reasoning discourses (Logos) and there�ore also tasks/techniques (Praxis) 
depend on institutions. With the methodological concept o� institutional 

discourse [e.g. 5], these aspects can be analytically distinguished �rom each 
other when several institutions play a role. 

Institutional discourses are characterised via (e.g. Figure 1):
    - subject speci�ic rationales (Logos)
    - speci�ic ways o� doing (Praxis)
    - speci�ic disciplinary purposes (what-�or aspects, raison d’être) 

Figure 1: Praxeological configurations with different institutional discourses 
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Mathematics in Engineering and Mathematics for Engineering are two important strands o� research in engineering mathematics education. In a research project [2-7] 
we reconstructed mathematical practices in a Signal Transmission course with a view to taking into account the subject-speci�ic particularities o� engineering mathematics. 
To achieve this, we introduced mathematical discourses (e.g. [5])as a methodological tool o� the Anthropological Theory o� the Didactic (ATD, e.g.  [1]). 
We reconstructed two di��erent but interrelated institutional mathematical discourses in engineering mathematical practices: 
    - A mathematical discourse that re�ers to mathematics taught as an integrated part in electrical engineering (ET in Figure 1). 
    - A mathematical discourse that re�ers to mathematics taught as a service subject for engineering (HM in Figure 1). 
The knowledge taught in an electrical engineering course contains both aspects o� mathematical practices, for and in engineering (see Figure 2).

A dialectical view on the relationship between mathematics and engineering

The two mathematical discourses (HM and ET) can be seen as contradictory orientations within the Signal Transmission course that must be considered together.
 - Mathematics for Engineering (HM discourse): associated with mathematical rigour and �ormalism, also deviations there�rom (with re�erences to it)
 - Mathematics in Engineering (ET discourse): pragmatism [4], mathematical practices have developed as historic-speci�ic mani�estations addressing speci�ic engineering needs
Both contradictory orientations have to be integrated and trans�ormed into new mathematical practices in Signal Transmission. 

 

Application and modelling
Resulting mathematical practices are neither applications o� rigorous mathematics 
in an extra-mathemathematical engineering context, nor understandable with 
standard modelling cycles.

- How can we conceptualise modelling or the usage o� application examples that take 
the dialectics o� in/for into account?

The disconnectedness o� mathematics courses in/�or engineering
The disconnectedness is considered a problem and research and teaching design projects 
aim at �ostering connections.

- How can we promote interconnections without over-emphasising one side o� the 
dialectics and ignoring the other?
- Can disconnectedness be a productive learning opportunity i� seen as dialectical?

Studies [2-7] are collected in Peters, J. (2023). Sometimes Mathematics is Different - Studies on Mathematical Practices in Electrical Engineering. Hannover: Gott�ried Wilhelm Leibniz Universität, Diss., 202 S. http://dx.doi.org/10.15488/14094 (scan QR code �or download)


